
Unveiling the Forbidden Scales System: A
Comprehensive Guide to Augment Your
Learning and Transform Your Guitar Skills
Welcome, aspiring guitarists, to the enigmatic realm of the Forbidden
Scales System, where conventional boundaries dissolve and musical
possibilities ignite. This comprehensive guide will illuminate the intricate
depths of this revolutionary system, empowering you to transcend technical
limitations, expand your musical vocabulary, and embark on a breathtaking
journey of sonic exploration.

Understanding the Essence of the Forbidden Scales System

The Forbidden Scales System is not merely a collection of scales; it's an
innovative approach to guitar playing that shatters the confines of
traditional scales and unveils a vast tapestry of previously unexplored
musical textures. At its core, this system revolves around the concept of
"forbidden notes" - notes that traditionally clash with the root note of a
scale, creating dissonant intervals.
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In the Forbidden Scales System, these forbidden notes become the
foundation for creating captivating melodies and harmonies. By embracing
these dissonant intervals, guitarists can tap into a world of rich and
expressive sounds that defy conventional expectations.

Deconstructing the Forbidden Scales

The Forbidden Scales System comprises a meticulously crafted collection
of scales, each with its own unique character and sonic fingerprint. These
scales are organized into three distinct categories:

1. Forbidden Root Scales: These scales feature forbidden notes as
their root notes, creating a foundation for harmonically rich and
evocative sounds.

2. Forbidden Extension Scales: These scales extend the traditional
major and minor scales by adding forbidden notes as extensions,
introducing a broader range of melodic and harmonic possibilities.

3. Forbidden Arpeggio Scales: These scales incorporate forbidden
notes into arpeggio structures, creating captivating melodic lines and
dissonant harmonies.

By mastering these scales, guitarists gain access to a vast sonic palette
that breathes new life into their playing.

Harnessing the Forbidden Scales in Your Guitar Playing
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Integrating the Forbidden Scales System into your guitar playing empowers
you to unlock a newfound level of musical expression. Here are some
practical tips to guide your exploration:

Start with the Basics: Begin by practicing the individual scales to
develop a solid foundation and internalize their unique sounds.

Experiment with Forbidden Note Progressions: Explore different
ways of connecting forbidden notes to create captivating melodies and
chord progressions.

Embrace Dissonance: Don't shy away from the dissonant intervals
inherent in the Forbidden Scales System. Use them to create tension
and release, adding depth and intrigue to your music.

Combine Scales: Experiment with combining different Forbidden
Scales to create unique and unexpected soundscapes.

Apply in Real-World Scenarios: Incorporate the Forbidden Scales
System into your improvisation, songwriting, and existing musical
repertoire to enhance your playing with fresh and innovative ideas.

Tutorials to Guide Your Forbidden Journey

To assist you on your transformative musical journey, we've compiled a
comprehensive collection of tutorials that delve into the intricacies of the
Forbidden Scales System:

Forbidden Root Scale Tutorial: A step-by-step guide to mastering the
Forbidden Root Scales, unlocking the secrets of their dissonant
foundations.



Forbidden Extension Scale Tutorial: Discover the art of extending
traditional scales with forbidden notes, expanding your harmonic
vocabulary.

Forbidden Arpeggio Scale Tutorial: Dive into the world of arpeggios,
incorporating forbidden notes to create enchanting melodies and
dissonant harmonies.

Forbidden Scales in Practice: Witness practical applications of the
Forbidden Scales System in real-world musical scenarios.

Forbidden Scales for Improvisation: Explore the limitless
possibilities of using the Forbidden Scales System to enhance your
improvisational skills.

These tutorials are designed to empower you with the knowledge and
techniques to fully exploit the potential of the Forbidden Scales System.

The Forbidden Scales System is not for the faint of heart; it challenges
conventional wisdom and invites guitarists to venture beyond the familiar.
By embracing this innovative approach, you will unlock a new dimension of
musicality, shattering the boundaries of your playing and leaving listeners
captivated by the richness and originality of your sound. Let the Forbidden
Scales System guide you on a transformative journey of musical
exploration and discovery.
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